HierVLS hierarchical docking protocol for virtual ligand screening of large-molecule databases.
To provide practical means for rapidly scanning the extensive experimental combinatorial chemistry libraries now available for high-throughput screening (HTS), it is essential to establish computational virtual ligand screening (VLS) techniques to rapidly identify out of a large library all active compounds against a particular protein target. Toward this goal we developed HierVLS, a fast hierarchical docking approach that starts with a coarse grain conformational search over a large number of configurations filtered with a fast but crude energy function, followed by a succession of finer grain levels, using successively more accurate but more expensive descriptions of the ligand-protein-solvent interactions to filter successively fewer cases. The final step of this procedure optimizes one configuration of the ligand in the protein site using our most accurate energy expression and description of the solvent, which would be impractical for all conformations and sites sampled in the coarse level. HierVLS is based on the HierDock approach, but rather than allowing an hour or more to determine the best binding site and energy for each ligands (as in HierDock), we have adapted our procedure so that it can lead to reliable results while using only 4 min (866 MHz Pentium III processor) per ligand. To validate the accuracy for HierVLS to predict the experimentally observed binding conformation, we considered 37 cocrystal structures comprising 11 target proteins. We find that HierVLS identifies the correct binding mode for all 37 cocrystals. In addition, the calculated binding energies correlate well with available experimental binding constants. To validate how well HierVLS can identify the correct ligand in an extensive library of decoys, we considered a library of over 10 000 molecules. HierVLS identifies 26 out of the 37 cases in the top 2% ranked by binding affinity among the 10 037 molecules. The failures result from either metal-containing sites on the protein or water-mediated ligand-protein interactions, which we anticipate can be solved within the constraints of practical VLS. We then applied HierVLS to screen a 55000-compound virtual library against the target protein-tyrosine phosphatase 1B (ptp1b). The top 250 compounds by binding affinity included all six ptp1b cocrystal ligands added to the library plus three other experimentally confirmed binders. The best (top 1) binder is an experimentally confirmed positive. We conclude that HierVLS is useful for selecting leads for a particular target out of large combinatorial databases.